
The WorkForce Suite
The Next Generation of Workforce Management for Employees of Every Generation

Leading organisations know that their employees are their most important asset, and that workforce management 
solutions can significantly improve employee engagement in the face of accelerating change and growing compliance 
requirements.

WorkForce Software is the first global provider of workforce management solutions with integrated employee 
experience capabilities. Enterprise-grade and future-ready, the WorkForce Suite adapts to each organisation’s needs—
no matter how unique their pay rules, labour regulations and schedules—while delivering a breakthrough employee 
experience at the time and place work happens.

Intelligence: Predictive analytics, insights, reporting and 
digital assistant to drive real-time decision making and enable 
proactive actions—unlocking opportunities for improved 
productivity and employee experience.

Experience: Communication and collaboration channels, 
feedback, in-the-moment information gathering, micro-
training, self-service, automation, task management and 
easy access to critical work resources—optimising employee 
experience while strengthening workplace bonds.

Performance: An integrated solution for easy, anywhere and 
always-on management and optimisation of your workforce, 
including forecasting labour requirements, scheduling, time, 
attendance, absence, leave and accommodations. Powerful 
together or stand-alone to meet your workforce needs.

Accelerators: Add-on options to help you execute faster and 
smarter—boosting productivity, simplifying workflows and 
addressing industry-specific requirements.

Platform: A SaaS solution integrating your workforce processes 
and data in a global workforce management platform, powered 
by an intelligent decision architecture and automation to 
manage continuous global compliance and integration to HR 
and other systems with an intuitive user interface.
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True Employee Engagement at the Time and Place Work Happens

WorkForce Software is helping some of the world’s most 
innovative organisations optimise their workforce, protect 
against compliance risks and increase employee engagement to 
unlock new potential for resiliency and optimal performance. 

Delivered as a seamless experience across desktop, smart 
phone and tablet, the WorkForce Suite is designed to make work 
easy from the C-suite to the shop floor—providing authentic 
employee engagement at the time and place work happens.

Personalised one-stop approach 
with a mobile-first, responsive design for 
access from any device and full support for 
your global workforce management and 
employee engagement needs.

Intelligent urgency model 
using real time data to predict potential 
issues, prioritise tasks, automate actions and 
send notifications to proactively address 
items that require immediate attention.

Self-service
such as access to schedules, time sheets, 
gross hours, pay, absence and leave requests, 
shift swaps, availability, as well as the ability to 
communicate freely and connect with leaders 
or co-workers.

Global compliance
across multiple countries and no matter 
how unique your pay rules, labour 
regulations, schedules or policies.

Built to adapt
delivered through an enterprise-grade 
platform and an intelligent decision 
architecture enabling rapid adaption to new 
operating policies or regulatory change.

Visit us at workforcesoftware.com/uk and learn how we can help you make workforce management 
easier, less costly and more rewarding for everyone.

http://workforcesoftware.com
http://workforcesoftware.com/uk

